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Abstract

Large-scale diachronic corpus studies covering longer time periods are difficult if more than one corpus are to be consulted and,
as a result, different formats and annotation schemas need to be processed and queried in a uniform, comparable and replicable
manner. We describes the application of the Flexible Integrated Transformation and Annotation eNgineering (Fintan) platform
for studying word order in German using syntactically annotated corpora that represent its entire written history. Focusing on
nominal dative and accusative arguments, this study hints at two major phases in the development of scrambling in modern
German. Against more recent assumptions, it supports the traditional view that word order flexibility decreased over time, but
it also indicates that this was a relatively sharp transition in Early New High German.
The successful case study demonstrates the potential of Fintan and the underlying LLOD technology for historical linguistics,
linguistic typology and corpus linguistics. The technological contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the applicability of
Fintan for querying across heterogeneously annotated corpora, as previously, it had only been applied for transformation tasks.
With its focus on quantitative analysis, Fintan is a natural complement for existing multi-layer technologies that focus on query
and exploration.
Keywords: interoperability, corpus querying, German, word order, Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) technology

1.

Introduction

Large-scale quantitative diachronic corpus studies covering long time periods are relatively difficult if multiple corpora need to be queried, since, typically, each
of these comes with distinct characteristics in format,
data model, and annotation schema. Multi-layer corpus technology can solve the problem (if the corpora
are transformed into a common representation), but it
requires the user to run queries manually. In studies
with a large number of parameters over a large number
of corpora, this quickly becomes infeasible.
We illustrate this problem with a study of diachronic
word order in German, addressing ordering preferences
for nominal accusative and dative arguments in postverbal position, as this has been a matter of longstanding interest in NLP (Rambow, 1993; Strube and
Hahn, 1999; Wunsch, 2006) and linguistics (Speyer,
2007; Abraham, 2007; Vinckel-Roisin, 2011; Molnár
and Vinckel-Roisin, 2019). In modern German, both
orders are acceptable, but in corpora we find a preference of dative arguments to precede accusative arguments. In the literature, there is some debate about
whether German word order was more restrictive in the
past (Speyer, 2011; Speyer, 2013) or whether the flexible word order is part of its common West Germanic
heritage (the traditional assumption), but until recently,
it had been impossible to explore this with quantitative, corpus-linguistic methods, as syntactically annotated data was only available for selected periods of
time. In December 2021, the long-awaited Referenzkorpus Frühneuhochdeutsch (Wegera et al., 2021, ReF)
has been released, it provides a syntactically annotated
sub-corpus of 600.000 words for the period from 1350-

1650 and thus closes the most pressing gap for the
study of historical syntax in German. Together with the
Middle High German Treebank (Chiarcos et al., 2018),
which provides a layer of automated syntax annotation
(Chiarcos et al., 2018b) over the Referenzkorpus Mittelhochdeutsch (Petran et al., 2016, ReM) for the 11th
to 14th centuries (Klein et al., 2016), the GerManC
corpus of syntactic dependencies (Durrell et al., 2012)
(Scheible et al., 2011) (17th to 18th c.) and a number of smaller-scale corpora, it has thus become possible to study diachronic developments of syntactic phenomena in German through the entire course of the past
1000 years. However, the large number and diverse nature of the corpora available posits a number of technical challenges, as the different corpora follow different
traditions in linguistic annotation, representing all major paradigms of syntactic annotation, i.e., dependency
syntax (GerManC), phrase structure syntax of different
flavours (ReF, ReM) and span-based annotation (corpora of Old High German, and a number of smallerscale corpora created with annotation tools focusing on
tiers rather than phrases).
We address the challenge for the conjoint, comparable and reproducible evaluation of a potentially vast
number of parameter combinations over such heterogeneous data by converting the original data to graphs
and then transforming these graphs to conform to a coherent data model. To this representation, then, queries
are applied and matches are retrieved. For this purpose,
we describes the application of Fintan, the Flexible Integrated Transformation and Annotation eNingeering
platform (Fäth et al., 2020) to perform queries over a
large number of corpora for historical German and re-
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Figure 2: Editing workflows with the Fintan Frontend
Figure 1: Fintan overview
lated language varieties, in diverse formats and coming
from different theoretical backgrounds. The technological contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the applicability of Fintan for corpus-linguistic purposes, and
in particular, for querying across heterogeneously annotated corpora, as previously, it had only been applied
for transformation tasks in NLP and linking workflows. With Fintan, it is possible to apply these transformation and query operations directly on the original source data, and its parallelized and streamable architecture guarantees efficient performance. With its
focus on quantitative analysis, Fintan is a natural complement for existing multi-layer technologies that focus
on query and exploration, but which are more tailored
towards visualization and exploration of query results
rather than for quantitative analysis.

2.

The Fintan Platform

The Fintan platform,1 as shown in Fig. 1, alleviates the
creation of complex transformation workflows for various input and output formats by wrapping existing converter frameworks and combining them with a streambased graph processing engine. This encompasses:
• An interoperable pool of workflow components
including: (a) external converter tools, (b) streambased graph processing for RDF (c) serializer
tools and data writers
• A graphical Frontend for developing SPARQL2
updates and transformation workflows
• A means of deploying specific converter pipelines
as integrated Dockercontainers
Internally, Fintan parses various source data formats
into a series of RDF graphs to apply graph transformation on the resulting data stream. This transformation is
parallelized and thus highly scalable. Esp. with existing open source frameworks for RDF processing, such
as Apache Jena3 , query execution tends to increase in
complexity regarding both memory consumption and
execution time when processing larger datasets. Data

segmentation is one feasible way to counteract this and
is largely applicable to linguistic resources. For a corpus normally each segment represents one sentence at
a time, optionally also a window of preceding and following sentences. For dictionaries, segments could be
lexical entries or translation sets.
An earlier version of the technology underlying Fintan
provided coverage for tabular formats such as the popular CoNLL format family (Chiarcos and Fäth, 2017). In
Fintan, this is generalized to arbitrary formats for corpora and machine-readable dictionaries using a modular approach to data conversion: types of data transformation are divided into distinct workflow components which can be instanced and configured to perform
specific transformation tasks. Transformer and Loader
components hereby prepare and load the data for segmented processing while Updaters execute the graph
transformation and Writers are being provided for serializing the resulting datasets in different RDF serializations, various corpus formats, graphical visualizations or result tables. Most components can be configured by scripts. While for the core components updates
and queries are implemented in SPARQL, a W3Cstandardized query language for RDF, Transformers,
Loaders and Writers may additionally wrap an existing converter suite such as Saxon4 , e.g. for executing
XSLT scripts.
The modular approach also alleviates reusable pipeline
design since generic components supporting a multitude of input and output formats can be instanciated to
granular transformation steps defined by scripts: e.g.
if both, an instance of an XSL transformer, as well as
an instance of a CSV transformer could convert a dictionary to OntoLex-Lemon5 , a subsequent change of
annotation models could be performed by the same instance of an RDF updater.
Modularity is also reflected in the program architecture. The Fintan Core API is implemented in Java as
the primary execution layer. It only provides a minimal amount of dependencies for stream-based graph
and RDF processing and can be imported into existing
4

https://www.nuget.org/packages/Saxon-

HE
1

https://github.com/Pret-a-LLOD/Fintan
https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
3
https://jena.apache.org/
2

5

OntoLex-Lemon is a widely used community standard for publishing lexical resources: https://www.w3.
org/2016/05/ontolex/
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projects as a Maven6 artifact. In addition, it is designed
to host and run custom-made components, thus making
the whole system extensible. The full Fintan Backend,
wraps the Core API together with other compliant tranformation components, e.g. for TBX terminologies,
CoNLL corpora or generic XML. It can directly be executed as a stand-alone command line tool or used with
the Graphical Frontend to build and export pipelines
as dockerized services which can be deployed to the
Teanga7 platform, thus enabling RDF-based NLP modules to directly feed on generic resource types, further
increasing scope and applicability for long-term use by
a wider audience.

3.

Data and Data Modelling

In order to perform querying across the heterogeneous
collection of corpora addressed in our study, the existing data structures need to be harmonized into coherent representations. For this purpose, we employ RDF
graphs, following the insight that a directed (acyclic)
graph can represent literally any kind of linguistic annotation (Bird and Liberman, 2001), an assumption
also underlying the relevant ISO standards (ISO, 2012;
ISO, 2014). However, we do normalize the content of
the annotations against a standard vocabulary, but only
the structures, i.e., phrases, hierarchies and dependencies with labelled or unlabelled edges. As a result, the
data remains faithful to its original content, but equivalent data structures can be queried analoguously. As
the different corpora are represented in RDF, we can
use the RDF standard query language SPARQL for retrieval, with adjustments for the labels and tags used in
the respective corpora.

3.1.

Corpora

For this study, we consult all syntactically annotated
corpora of historical German that we are aware of and
that comprise at least 5.000 tokens for at least one 50year period, see Tab. 1. In addition to material on historical and modern High German, we also consulted
syntactically annotated corpora from Old Saxon and
Old English, as these are closely related to Old High
German (for which we have less than 10 examples of
nominal dative and accusative arguments in our data).
In terms of structure and annotation paradigm, the corpora considered here fall into three major groups:
dependency annotation in different CoNLL-TSV
formats;
phrase structure annotations as developed in the traditions of the Penn Treebank (Taylor et al., 2003,
6

https://maven.apache.org/
Teanga is a workflow management software for integrated, dockerized NLP and Linked Data services developed in the Prêt-à-LLOD project initially presented by Ziad
et al. (2018): https://github.com/Pret-a-LLOD/
teanga
7

Figure 3: CoNLL-RDF vocabulary
PTB), as well as those of the German NEGRA/TIGER (Brants et al., 2003; Brants et al.,
2004) and TüBa-D/Z (Telljohann et al., 2004) corpora;
span-based annotations as produced by tools like
Exmaralda (Schmidt and Wörner, 2014) and
ELAN (Sloetjes, 2017).

3.2.

Modelling Syntax in RDF

Fintan is designed (albeit not limited) to use RDF as
data model for its internal information exchange, but
it is not limited to any specific data model or schema.
In particular, individual loaders may produce RDF representations that mimick the structure of the original
data rather than adhere to a consistent model. In order
to develop broadly applicable queries, their data structures need to be aligned. This transformation is implemented here by SPARQL update operations over the
original sentence graphs.
It is important to note that Fintan stays fully agnostic
about data modelling, but that any RDF vocabulary can
be used. For processing corpus data, we normalize the
different data sources into a consistent representation in
accordance with the CoNLL-RDF vocabulary (Chiarcos et al., 2021) as summarized in Fig. 3. CoNLLRDF provides data structures for linguistic annotation
normally provided in tabular ‘CoNLL’ formats as used
in long-standing series of Shared Tasks (CoNLL, since
1999),8 and subsequent community efforts to create
cross-linguistically comparable annotations (McCarthy
et al., 2020; Akbik et al., 2015; Kyjánek et al., 2020)),
but also in corpus linguistics (Kilgarriff et al., 2014;
Hardie, 2012). CoNLL-RDF was originally conceived
as part of a set of APIs for processing such data and
for enabling round-tripping between RDF and CoNLL
formats that allows for seamlessly integrating conventional NLP pipelines and Linked Data technologies
(Chiarcos and Schenk, 2018). It consists of four main
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8

https://www.conll.org/

corpus
tokens
YCOE (Taylor et al., 2003)
1.5 m
ISWOC (Eckhoff et al., 2018)
28 k
HeliPaD (Walkden, 2016)
50 k
TCodex (Petrova et al., 2011)
6k
ReM (Klein et al., 2016; Chiarcos et al., 2018b) 2.2 m
ReF (Wegera et al., 2021)
600 k
ENHG (Light, 2012)
200 k
Mercurius (Demske, 2003)
200 k
Fuerstinnenkorrespondenz (Lühr et al., 2014)
260 k
GerManC (Scheible et al., 2011)
770 k
UD-LIT (De Marneffe et al., 2021)
40 k
TüBa-D/Z (Telljohann et al., 2004)
1.4 m
UD-HDT (De Marneffe et al., 2021)
3.8 m
UD-GSD (De Marneffe et al., 2021)
300 k

language/
period
Old English
Old English
Old Saxon
9th c.
11th - 14th c.
14th - 17th c.
16th c.
16th - 17th c.
16th - 18th c.
17th - 18th c.
18th c.
modern
modern
modern

genre
balanced
balanced
poetry
religious
balanced
balanced
religious
news
letters
balanced
poetry
news
news
news/web

annotation
type e.labels
phrase yes
dep
yes
phrase yes
span
no
phrase no
phrase yes
phrase yes
phrase yes
span
no
dep
yes
dep
yes
phrase yes
dep
yes
dep
yes

format

renaming/
restructuring
PTB
yes/no
CoNLL
no
PTB
yes/no
Exmaralda
yes
CoNLL
yes/no
TIGER
no
PTB
yes/no
TIGER
no
Exmaralda
yes
CoNLL
no
CoNLL-U
no
TIGER
no
CoNLL-U
no
CoNLL-U
no

Table 1: Corpora consulted and their features
components associated with the namespaces nif:,
powla:, conll:, and tiger:.

we use tiger:cat, for edge labels, we use
tiger:label. Without a formal namespace
for TIGER-XML not any web-accessible XML
schema, we resort to the URL of the page that
currently provides reference information about
the vocabulary.9 The difference between edges
and secondary edges is not encoded as an explicit
data structure. Instead, a powla:Relation
represents an edge if it is accompanied by a
powla:hasParent property, a secondary edge
otherwise. Note that token-level annotations are
encoded with analoguous CoNLL properties, to
which conventional TIGER-XML attributes like
@word, @id, @pos, @lemma and @morph are
mapped.

nif: core data structures The core of CoNLL-RDF
is constituted by a minimal subset of the NLP
Interchange Format (Hellmann et al., 2013, NIF
2.0), i.e., nif:Word and nif:Sentence,
which are sequentially arranged by means of
nif:nextWord and nif:nextSentence,
respectively.
powla: phrases and relations Linguistic
annotations for non-consecutive segments (e.g.,
zero morphemes or discontinuous phrases) are
annotated using a minimal subset of POWLA
(Chiarcos, 2012), an OWL2/DL implementation
of an early version of the Linguistic Annotation
Framework (Ide and Suderman, 2014), i.e.,
powla:Node (for markables, e.g., phrases),
powla:hasParent (for structural relations
between nodes in a parse tree), powla:next
(to connect sibling nodes in a parse tree), and
powla:Relation (for labelled edges connecting two nodes with powla:hasTarget and
powla:hasSource).
conll: token-level annotations For every column
label in a CoNLL format, a property of the
same name is created that contains the annotation as string value. Some columns receive special
treatment, e.g. HEAD column and the associated
onto:HEAD property, as this is used to either
represent dependency relations, or connect every
word with the sentence (in the absence of dependency annotations). The list of CoNLL datatype
properties is otherwise extensible.
tiger: phrase and edge labels For phrase and
edge labels, we adopt the naming conventions of
TIGER-XML (Mengel and Lezius, 2000) as this
is is the native format of several corpora in our
sample. For the annotation of phrase categories,

In comparison to the state of the art in the RDF-based
processing of syntax annotations, the TIGER vocabulary is an innovation. It was extended here to all
phenomena of phrase structure syntax not covered by
POWLA, CoNLL-RDF or NIF, i.e., as a generic namespace for resource-specific attributes and labels, regardless of whether the original resource was provided as
TIGER XML or another phrase structure format. However, using a URI designating the original TIGER XML
format to define the namespace is a provisional solution, only. In the future, all relevant namespaces
should be unified and aligned into a single, coherent
data model.10

9

https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.
de/documents/ressourcen/werkzeuge/
tigersearch/doc/html/TigerXML.html#
10
For initial steps towards this goal, see on-going discussions on harmonizing web standards for linguistic annotations at the W3C Community Group Linked Data for
Language Technology, LD4LT, https://www.w3.org/
community/ld4lt/. We expect our vocabulary to serve
as input to these discussions.
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4.
4.1.

Data Transformation

4.2.

Fintan Workflows

We use the Fintan frontend and its integrated SPARQL
editor with highlighting and syntax check to design the
workflows described here, see Fig. 2 for an example.
In Fintan workflows, modules exchange information in
either serialized formats (an RDF serialization or otherwise) or as an object stream of RDF graph objects. The
Frontend visualizes the different data streams in different colors, so that format mismatches can be avoided.
As our corpus queries are applied in batch, they are run
against the backend using scripts, in this case aggregated into a general Makefile that defines different
goals (output files) for different corpora. The main processing steps are
Makefile preprocessing retrieval of data and installation of dependencies
Fintan loaders conversion of source data to
RDF (sometimes with preprocessing in the
Makefile)
Fintan updater: SPARQL transformation of raw
RDF graphs into a consistent representation in
accordance with the tree extension
Fintan Formatter: SPARQL querying of resulting
data and export as TSV table
Quantitative evaluation quantitative evaluation is
performed using external tools
Conversion to RDF is handled by format-specific loaders, further transformations via the CoNLL-RDF Updater, and querying and generation of result table
by the CoNLL-RDF Formatter, all integrated in the
Fintan Backend. In addition, the Makefile retrieves the relevant corpora and installs the dependencies (Fintan/CoNLL-RDF, CoNLL-Merge, LLODifier). Note that some corpora cannot be freely distributed, so that local building is required. Also, providing a build script that operates from the source formats instead of readily transformed data allows to take
future updates into account.
Overall, we provide transformation and retrieval scripts
for 8 corpora of historical German, 3 corpora of modern German, two corpora of Old English and one corpus of Old Saxon as summarized in Tab. 1.11
11

From the eventual analysis, we excluded the Early New
High German Fuerstinnenkorrespondenz (Lühr et al., 2014)
because its annotations were found to be incomplete (only
35% [92.000 of 260.000 tokens] annotated with clause structure). More importantly, it deals with a highly specific genre
(mostly letters containing or responding to requests for financial support) that is not directly comparable with the predominantly narrative texts from the other corpora.

RDF Conversion and Consolidation

For our corpora, existing loaders for phrase structure
annotations in TIGER-XML (ReM, ReF; a designated
loader for XML data) and for dependency annotation in
CoNLL (GerManC; the CoNLL-RDF loader) directly
produce RDF data compliant with this data model. This
data requires no further preprocessing.
Other corpora require considerable restructuring. This
includes corpora developed in the Penn Treebank
(PTB) tradition (Early New High German corpus by
Caitlin Light, Old Saxon HeliPaD), as well as the
loader for span-based annotations which combines a
converter from the Exmaralda format (Chiarcos and
Schenk, 2018) to CoNLL. Both types of corpora are
first transformed to a CoNLL representation of parse
trees and then processed by the CoNLL-RDF loader.
Some corpora require additional preprocessing steps
after RDF conversion. This conversion is provided by
SPARQL Update scripts that perform simple replacement operations to conform to the overall data model.
In particular, span-based annotations require substantial restructuring after RDF conversion. These represent phrases as a flat annotation with separate tiers for
phrase spans, grammatical function spans and clause
spans that each link each span with offsets in the text,
but not with other tiers, so that nesting into a hierarchical structure needs to be asserted with SPARQL Update:
DELETE { ?w powla:hasParent ?gf, ?cl. }
INSERT {
?phrase powla:hasParent ?gf.
?gf
powla:hasParent ?cl.
} WHERE { # for all spans over a word
?w powla:hasParent ?phrase, ?gf, ?cl.
?phrase a conll:CAT.
# define the
?gf
a conll:GF.
# respective
?cl
a conll:CLAUSE. # tier
};

The resulting tree structure is further processed and
queried analogously to phrase structure syntax.
Frequently, preprocessing addresses naming conventions, e.g., phrase structure annotations converted with
the CoNLL-RDF loader follow the naming conventions
of the CoNLL tree extensions (Chiarcos and Glaser,
2020) rather than the TIGER vocabulary: While it creates the correct CoNLL and POWLA data structures,
its properties rdf:value and rdfs:label that are
replaced by tiger:label and tiger:cat.
The resulting representation conforms to the vocabulary delineated above, and with SPARQL, it is now possible to query all corpora in a uniform way.

5.

Querying

Within Fintan, SPARQL queries can be applied after
loading, and, optionally, transforming a resource, e.g.,
as parameters of Fintan ‘formatters’ that create tabular
data. When editing workflows with the Fintan frontend,
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the addition of a query parameter will open a SPARQL
editor window that features syntax highlighting, validation. (Likewise, it can also be used for creating and
editing update scripts at transformation modules.)
The eventual queries follow a uniform structure, although with adjustments for differences in annotation
scheme (different labels; explicit encoding of grammatical roles in edge labels or nodes or implicitly via case
morphology) and theoretical framework (i.e., as phrase
structure, phrase structures with labelled edges or dependency syntax with labelled edges).

5.1.

Optimization for Labelled Edges

For corpora with labelled edges, we apply an additional update in order to facilitate querying of transitive edges for phrase structure annotations with edge labels. Thanks to the preceding harmonization, the same
update can be applied to all corpora: Labelled edges
(powla:Relations with tiger:label) are precompiled into object properties, so, that for the value of
tiger:label, say OA, we create the corresponding
property, in this case tiger:OA between the original
source and target. In SPARQL, this replacement is implemented with the following update:
INSERT { ?source ?rel ?target }
WHERE {
?r a powla:Relation.
?r powla:hasSource ?s.
?r powla:hasTarget ?t.
?r tiger:label ?label.
BIND(URI(concat("http://...#",?label))
AS ?rel) }

The concatenation operation forms a new URI (relation) by concatenating the URL of the TIGER namespace with the edge label. These shortcuts are particularly useful for complex queries as, now, complex property paths can be defined over labelled edges. In an
example, it is now possible, for example, to perform
transitive search:
SELECT ?src ?selfOrHd
WHERE { ?src tiger:HD* ?selfOrHd }

5.2.

SELECT Queries

Even though a common data model is applied over
the different corpora, differences in structure and annotation schemas require corpus-specific adaptations,
so that each corpus requires (sometimes slightly) adjusted queries. At the same time, some of the queries
are relatively complex, e.g., where the syntactic head
is not explicitly annotated, we need to filter out nonmatches. SPARQL provides the necessary operations
for conjunction (default), disjunction (UNION), negation (MINUS), optional matches (OPTIONAL), a broad
band-width of filters (contains, regex, strends,
etc.), an explicit mechanism for handling the scope
of these operators ({...}). Aside from directly addressing individual RDF statements (relations, triples),

SPARQL also features property paths, which are a
compact way of querying over complex series of relations:
?a
?a
?a
?a
?a
?a

nif:nextWord ?b.
# next word
ˆnif:nextWord ?b.
# last word
nif:nextWord+ ?b.
# a following word
nif:nextWord* ?b. # following or same
(ˆnif:nextWord)+ ?b.
# preceding
nif:nextWord/powla:hasParent ?b.
# parent of next word

Unlike most corpus query languages we are aware of,
SPARQL requires an explicit SELECT statement to declare which variables are to be returned as results and
which only serve an auxiliary function. This is a key requirement for quantitative studies, as it allows to deduplicate results. In SPARQL, deduplication is not an
automated process, but must be triggered by an explicit (SELECT DISTINCT) statement. A downside
in comparison to most corpus query languages is that
deduplication is performed over the complete result set,
so that for queries with a long runtime, no preliminary
results can be returned. In consequence, we do not use
SPARQL to query a large-scale datadump and to perform the quantitative analysis directly, but instead, we
use it for generating result tables over which such statistical evaluations can then be performed with dedicated software. The generation of result tables is analoguous to the streamable update mechanism we used
for transformations, i.e., each sentence (plus, optionally, its context) is queried in isolation and results are
then concatenated. When processing large-scale corpora, this allows us to retrieve and inspect results early
on, even before the entire corpus has been processed.

5.3.

Corpus Querying with SPARQL

As shown above, querying can involve multiple
SPARQL scripts for the corpora studied here: In addition to an obligatory SELECT query that returns a table of tab-separated values with results, we can provide
optional update (INSERT/DELETE) operations for annotation preprocessing. The execution of SPARQL
scripts is off-the-shelf RDF technology, so this can be
executed on any triple store and in any programming
language. However, with Fintan we can stream-process
multiple sentences of very large corpora in parallel.
As Fintan extends SPARQL with the capability to perform loops and iterations, it is effectively a Turingcomplete programming language (Hogan et al., 2020),
so it exceeds conventional corpus query languages both
in expressivity and in complexity. For quantitative evaluation, however, it brings a number of important improvements over corpus query languages. For comparison, one may think of ANNIS QL as implemented
in ANNIS3 (Krause and Zeldes, 2016). As a directed
acyclic graph, the data model of ANNIS is conceptually comparable to that of RDF, so, in principle, it supports equivalent means for graph traversal and matching. ANNIS does not have an equivalent of property
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paths which can combine different properties in the
graph by means of logical operators, but it supports
a transitive closure over a pre-defined set of relations.
More important, however, is that ANNIS QL does not
distinguish result and auxiliary variables, so that every
binding of an auxiliary variable will also produce a new
result. This is probably less essential for corpus querying, but it massively skews quantitative analyses. Furthermore, ANNIS QL can only return direct matches
from a corpus. SPARQL on the other hand can flexibly
bind values to new variables, and that these values can
be created by applying a broad number of transformations, including string and mathematical operations. In
this way, return values of a SELECT query are not limited to corpus matches, but they can also be information
derived from matches, e.g., counts or aggregates.
Fintan does not require any specific extensions to run
SPARQL SELECT queries, as these have been part
of the SPARQL protocol that we already support for
updating RDF graphs. These queries can also be run
with any RDF data base, but a specific benefit of using Fintan is that updates and queries can be applied
to the original corpus data, and if this is not provided
as RDF data, the native format can be converted onthe-fly. This is relatively performant due to parallelization and stream processing, it does quickly produce initial results that can be used for debugging and tuning
queries and transformations.
One disadvantage of corpus querying with Fintan is
that it does currently not provide graphical visualizations of query results and that its query language
is somewhat more complex than conventional corpus
query languages such as ANNIS QL. However, both
aspects are already being addressed: On the one hand,
we have recently integrated the Salt’n Pepper converter
suite (Druskat et al., 2016) into Fintan (Fäth and Chiarcos, 2022), so that it can consume and produce ANNIScompliant data, e.g., in order to benefit from existing visualizations of query results via ANNIS. On the
other hand, we have developed a query engine over
CoNLL-RDF data that precompiles a conventional corpus query language (CQP) into SPARQL (Ionov et al.,
2020). Both solutions, however, are not readily applicable to the syntactic annotations considered here. The
Salt’n’Pepper integration is a prototype only, and the
CQP query language does not support querying recursive data structures as required for syntax.

6.

Diachronic Word Order in German

For querying the corpora listed above, we provide five
SPARQL updates (for preprocessing) and 11 SPARQL
SELECT queries. While preprocessing scripts can be
re-used for related formats, normally each corpus requires a slightly adjusted query to account for different schemas and modelling decisions. In this regard,
it does not differ from other generic corpus query languages such as ANNIS QL (Krause and Zeldes, 2016).
In a corpus management system, these queries nor-

mally have to be entered by hand, but Fintan provides
a way to create extensive long batches of query (and
transformation) scripts over a large set of corpora, so
that different parameters can be explored in a noninteractive way.
We use the Fintan frontend to design workflows and to
edit SPARQL updates and queries. These workflows
are executed by the Fintan backend. However, as a
large number of workflows is to be run, workflow execution is wrapped into a Makefile that retrieves the
source data, optionally performs some minor preprocessing tasks and then calls the Fintan backend for generating result tables.
The result tables are uniform TSV files with 9 columns:
sentence URI link to the sentence in the corpus
verb form (or lemma) of the verbal predicate
context URI match identifier (for de-duplication)
argument order ‘DAT>ACC’ or ‘ACC>DAT’
ACC determiner, its part of speech
ACC part of speech of head word
DAT determiner/ DAT POS
clause type: main/dependent
The aggregated results, limited to nominal arguments
(proper nouns and common nouns, excluding pronouns) are summarized in Fig. 4 and Tab. 2. The
full result tables can be reproduced using the Makefile
provided in our GitHub repository.12 Aside from absolute frequencies, Tab. 2 provides the significance for
the transitions between individual time periods (the p
numbers in the last row), using windows of 100 years.
Except for the transition between 1300 and 1400 (the
onset of Early New High German), no significant differences can be found (G2 , with p ≥0.05 n.s., p <0.05
(*), p <0.01 *, p <0.001 **, p <0.0001 ***). However, for times after the 14th c., this may also reflect
data sparsity issues. In fact, we observe an increase
of word order flexibility around 1500, which may correspond to Speyer’s original findings (even though he
located their peak to be somewhat later).13

7.

Discussion

We describe the application of Fintan, the Flexible Integrated Transformation and Annotation eNgineering
platform to the study of scrambling in historical German and over more than a dozen syntactically annotated corpora that represent its entire written history.
For a broad range of source formats, Fintan provides
on-the-fly conversion to graphs, the refinement of these
12
https://github.com/acoli-repo/
germhist/tree/master/analyses/scrambling.
13
In fact, this ‘peak’ in word order flexibility during the
Early New High German period is the only period after
1400 that shows a significantly different (larger) number of
ACC>DAT than the modern distribution. This is quite the
oppositve of Speyer’s view who assumed that scrambling
evolved during Early Modern High German from a restrictive
DAT>ACC order to the degree of relative freedom observed
in modern data.
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Figure 4: Word order of post-verbal nominals. Accusative and dative arguments in historical German
OHG,OE,OS
1100±50
1200±50
1300±50
1400±50
1500±50
1600±50
1700±50
1800±50
2000±50

ACC>DAT
633
75
281
481
21
35
11
23
7
26

DAT>ACC
694
80
385
656
91
82
51
81
50
311

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
***
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Table 2: Aggregate counts for individual periods
graphs towards a uniform internal representation, and
eventual query and the retrieval of the result set as a
table for subsequent statistical evaluation.
The benefits of SPARQL have been emphasized before, both for querying (Burchardt et al., 2008; Chiarcos, 2012; Ionov et al., 2020) and for resource creation
(Mazziotta, 2010; Chiarcos et al., 2018a; Chiarcos
and Fäth, 2019),14 Fintan provides an environment in
which such workflows can be developed and replicated
more easily. The Fintan frontend provides a graphical
user interface for workflow design and management, as
well as an interactive editor for SPARQL. The resulting
workflows were, however, not directly executed by the
Fintan backend, but manually compiled into a Makefile
that binds them together with data retrieval, so that they
can be more easily replicated.
The closest piece of related research is in multilayer
corpus technologies. ANNIS (Krause and Zeldes,
2016) lacks aggregate functions and does not allow to
distinguish return values from filter conditions. A notable example is the retrieval of accusative NPs: For the
statistical evaluation, we need to bind the NP exactly
once, but if we need to inspect the nominal head to determine the morphological case, the head is not explicitly marked in the annotation (as in TIGER and PTB
schemes and in span-based annotations), and multiple
candidates for the head exist (e.g., accusative nouns
and pronouns in an NP), an ANNIS QL query will return one variable binding for every head candidate, and
14

Note that this includes the Middle High German Treebank (Chiarcos et al., 2018), annotated with a a rule-based
parser natively written in SPARQL.

those duplicates need to be filtered out manually. In
other words, ANNIS QL is not a suitable query language for statistical evaluation of phrase structure corpora. Nevertheless, it is possible to use ANNIS to produce result lists, and then to process these via a script.
This is basically the same approach as taken here, but a
major difference is that our technologies allow to perform and replicate the entire search and retrieval in a
compact script and that manual search and export are
not necessary.
This makes our approach comparable with generic converter pipelines,15 as provided, for example, with the
converter framework Pepper, also developed in conjunction with ANNIS (Druskat et al., 2016). A difference is that the integration of an new dataset into ANNIS is a considerable effort, as not only the data has to
be converted, but also, it requires the user to set up an
ANNIS instance and to configure its visualization components (as ANNIS provides different, domain-specific
visualizations over its internal data model). Running
Fintan transformation and querying workflows, however, only requires Docker or a command-line interface
in a Unix-style environment.
Using this technology for studying ordering preferences of post-verbal nominal dative and accusative
arguments in historical German, our results point to
the existence two major phases in the development of
scrambling in modern German. Against more recent
assumptions (Speyer, 2011), this supports the traditional view that word order flexibility decreased over
time, but it also indicates that this was not a gradual
process, but a relatively sharp transition that occurred
in the 14th to 15th centuries. From this time onward on
no significant differences from modern word order can
be observed.
15

We focus on converter and transformation pipelines
rather than NLP workflow management systems, which also
include converter capabilities for their respective internal data
model, but which are primarily designed for technical applications rather than to facilitate corpus querying. In particular,
to the best of our knowledge, none of these support a scripting environment that provides the user with a declarative language for transforming annotations. However, Fintan could
be integrated into such workflows, and, indeed, this has been
implemented for the Teanga NLP workflow management system (Ziad et al., 2018).
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